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The reconstruction of phylogenetic trees from molecular data requires selecting models of molecular
evolution that adequately describe known processes of change. Operationally, these models optimize
molecular changes along branches of the trees. The underlying processes must be realistic and must
comply with well-supported biological assumptions. In a recent paper, a new model of proteome evo-
lution that penalizes growth of the protein world provides an ‘upside down’ phylogeny and identiﬁes a
very complex ancestor of diversiﬁed life. Here we show that the model is phylogenetically self-
inconsistent and at odds with considerable background knowledge, including the scale-free property
of domain networks, genomic scaling laws, and the principle of continuity that supports the tenets of
ideographic analysis and evolutionary thinking. While technical and conceptual limitations invalidate the
main conclusions of the study, including the existence of bottlenecks in protein evolution caused by
planetary cataclysms, we use the example to highlight the complexities and pitfalls of retrodiction in
phylogenetic and phylogenomic analyses and reexamine the framework of ideographic exploration that
is used in scientiﬁc inquiry.
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
In a recent paper, Harish et al. [1] generated rooted phyloge-
netic trees that describe the evolution of proteomes. The trees
separated organisms belonging to the three superkingdoms of life,
Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya, in three monophyletic groups.
These groups were proposed to have evolved primarily by genome
reduction from a reconstructed universal cellular ancestor, the
‘Most Recent Universal Common Ancestor’ (MRUCA), which was
(reportedly) genetically and morphologically very complex. In fact,
the ancestor already contained three quarters of the repertoire of
protein fold structures found in modern proteomes. Troublingly,
eukaryotic organisms with complex levels of biological organiza-
tion, such as land plants and advanced animals such as amphibiansommon Ancestor; NCBI, Na-
Superfamily; SCOP, Structural
lés).
r Masson SAS. Open access under CC BYand mammals, appeared as basal branches of the eukaryotic clade.
In contrast, unicellular eukaryotes such as hemiascomycete fungi
and basal microbial eukaryotes such as Giardia and Paramecium
were evolutionarily derived (Fig. 3 in Ref. [1]). Similarly, the bac-
terial Thermotogae and Aquiﬁcae groups that are ancestral in
standard 16S rRNA phylogeny [2,3] appeared also close to the
crown. The authors interpreted these inversions as the result of
major organismal extinction events that ‘re-diversiﬁed’ the uni-
versal tree of life, without explanation of how inversions occurred.
The inverted rooting of the eukaryotic group of organisms goes
against multiple lines of evidence that support the diversiﬁcation
of the eukaryotic clade [4], which is somehow captured by
accepted taxonomies, including that of the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI). The results call for careful ex-
amination of the models and assumptions of character state
change and polarization that were used in the reconstruction of
the rooted trees.
According to the school ofWilli Hennig, only shared and derived
characters (synapomorphies) provide phylogenetic evidence.
Consequently, determining the relative ancestrality of alternative
character states (polarity of character transformations) is funda-
mental for phylogenetic inference. The validity of phylogenetic
analysis depends on the model’s primary assumptions, including license.
Fig. 1. Models of protein domain evolution impact the reconstruction of domain repertoires (proteomes) of ancestors. (A) Phylogenomic retrodiction requires establishing models of
domain evolution. Here we compare stepmatrices for the ‘AD’ [1] and ‘PC’ [8] models for occurrence and abundance of protein domains. A stepmatrix is a square matrix specifying
the distance from every phylogenetic character state to every other state. These distances reﬂect the cost in tree-length units of character state transformations. Phylogenetic
software uses dynamic programming algorithms to ﬁt characters to trees according to an optimization criteria (e.g. maximum parsimony) and to reconstruct the character states of
hypothetical ancestors (internal nodes). Since each coded character describes the occurrence or the abundance of FSF domain structures, the vector of character states of the
universal common ancestor (MRUCA) portrays its reconstructed proteome. (B) The use and reuse of domains in repertoires of MRUCA were retrodicted by character state
reconstruction using the PC or the AD models [1,8]. A plot of domain use (diversity) and reuse (abundance) at FSF level of structural abstraction in the proteomes of 903 organisms
(modiﬁed from Ref. [23]) describes a scaling behavior that follows a Benford distribution (observed in the scaling of genome sizes; [24]). The distribution (orange dashed line) has a
linear regime that ﬁts the proteomes of akaryotic organisms and a logarithmic counterpart that ﬁts those of eukaryotes. The linear regime deﬁnes a bound for maximal genomic
information (red dashed line) [24]. The minimum and maximum domain sets of MRUCA reconstructed using the PC model (orange ﬁlled circles) and the sets of MRUCA and the
eukaryotic and akaryotic ancestors reconstructed using the AD model (purple ﬁlled circles) were mapped on the use and reuse plot.
K.M. Kim et al. / Biochimie 99 (2014) 129e137130the veracity of auxiliary assumptions of character polarization [5,6].
Theorems for polarity determination (e.g. outgroup comparison,
the ontogenetic criterion) can be deduced from evolutionary ax-
ioms, basic higher-level hypotheses supported by unproblematic
background knowledge [5]. Phylogenetics depends on the funda-
mental postulate that biological diversity is the product of evolu-
tion [7]. This is supported by an ensemble of three nested primary
axioms of the highest level of universality: (1) evolution occurs,
including its principal, that history of change entails spatiotem-
poral continuity (sensu Leibnitz), (2) only one phylogeny of all or-
ganisms (living or extinct) or their component parts exist as a
consequence of descent with modiﬁcation, and (3) characters pass
through generations via genealogical descent. These axioms arefulﬁlled even in the presence of lateral transfer of information,
recruitments and molecular rearrangements, in the presence of
relatively rare saltatory phenomena such as genome duplications,
and in the absence of genetic mediators, as long as a genealogical
lineage of biological systems is preserved by genetic or composi-
tional codes.
Here we show that theoretical and experimental evidence lead
to rejection of retrodictive statements of the models of Harish et al.
[1], which violate auxiliary assumptions and fundamental axioms
of evolution. Our analysis highlights the importance of using real-
istic evolutionary models when studying the evolution of entire
proteomes and explains how failure in doing so could lead to
erroneous phylogenetic inferences.
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2.1. Model deﬁnitions
For brevity, we term the evolutionary models of Harish et al. [1]
the ‘Ancestral Deployment’ (AD) models, since the models postu-
late an early and massive deployment of fold structures in MRUCA
that are then lost in different lineages. The models describe a trend
towards simplicity from diversity and complexity.We evaluated the
AD models by benchmarking them against the ‘Principle of Conti-
nuity’ (PC) models that follow the well-accepted rationale of a
monotonic appearance of folds in the protein world and a gradual
tendency from simplicity towards diversity and complexity [8].
The AD and PC models can be described with stepmatrices,
square matrices that specify the costs of character state trans-
formation in tree-length units (Fig. 1A). AD stepmatrices are
asymmetric and force ‘backward’ polarization and rooting of trees.
For domain occurrence, gains are taxed two times more than losses.
For domain abundance, gains are taxed three times more than
losses for the ﬁrst gain. Any subsequent gain or loss in domain
abundance is equally weighted and treated as transformation be-
tween unordered characters states. AD stepmatrices penalize the
growth of the protein world and by default root trees with a trend
towards repertoire simpliﬁcation (the hypothetical ancestral state
is the maximum character state). In contrast, PC stepmatrices are
symmetric and describe linearly ordered (additive) character
transformations typical of Wagner parsimony, which are fully
reversible. For domain abundance, the PC stepmatrix describes a
process of terminal addition, which can be ‘forward’ polarized to
comply withWeston’s generality rooting criterion. We note that PC
stepmatrices do not necessarily produce rooted trees, unless root-
ing is speciﬁcally invoked.
2.2. Data retrieval
We reused published datasets fromHarish et al. [1] and Kim and
Caetano-Anollés [8] to evaluate the reliability of the AD and PC
models. The dataset from Ref. [1] included protein domain abun-
dance information for 1732 fold superfamily (FSF) domains in 141
cellular proteomes. In comparison, the dataset from Ref. [8]
described domain abundance information for 1420 FSFs in 102
proteomes. FSFs were deﬁned by the Structural Classiﬁcation of
Proteins (SCOP) database [9,10] as groups of protein domains that
are related by common descent and are evolutionarily conserved.
FSF assignments were retrieved from the SUPERFAMILY (ver. 1.75)
[11,12]MySQL database that is a reliable source of retrieving protein
structural data. In both datasets, proteomes were sampled equally
and randomly from each of the three superkingdoms.
2.3. Character coding
Genomic abundance values for each FSF in every proteomewere
counted using programming implementations. These raw abun-
dance values were normalized and rescaled to 0e31 and coded in
an alphanumeric format (0e9 and AeV) to allow compatibility with
the phylogenetic software PAUP (ver. 4.0b10) [13] (details can be
found in Refs. [1,8,14e16]). These values correspond to 32 character
states that were possible for each FSF (character) in every proteome
(taxa).
2.4. Phylogenomic approach
Maximum parsimony was used to search for the most parsi-
monious trees. The AD model deﬁned a custom stepmatrix to
automatically root the phylogenetic trees. This stepmatrix was setup in away that would penalize gain of novel FSFs three timesmore
than losses. In other words, the gains of novel domains were less
parsimonious under these models [1]. In comparison, the PC model
assumes a monotonic pattern of domain growth in proteomes and
allows domain losses and gains to occur with equal penalty [8,62].
The model deﬁned domain absence as the most ancestral character
state. The Lundberg [17] method was used to automatically root the
trees by placing the root at the most parsimonious location.
2.5. Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis
To determine what biological processes were performed by FSFs
in our datasets, we determined the enrichment of GO terms [18,19]
using the online domain-centric gene ontology (dcGO) resource
[20,21]. The false-discovery rate (FDR) [22] was set at <0.01.
3. Results
We use both theory and experiments to show that AD models
suffer from logical and technical problems that make inferences
drawn in Ref. [1] unreliable. In comparison, we show the PCmodels
of gradual growth of the protein world that comply with the
principle of spatiotemporal continuity are robust against many of
the phylogenetic artifacts and yield traditionally-accepted phylog-
enies of species.
3.1. AD models violate the laws of genome scaling
The protein domain repertoires of the ancient MRUCA organism
phylogenetically reconstructed using the AD [1] and PC [8] models
provide insights into the validity of model assumptions. Yafremava
et al. [23] plotted the use (occurrence) and reuse (abundance) of
domain structures at FSF level of structural abstraction for the
proteomes of 903 organisms. They found a scaling behavior of
domain abundance with domain diversity, which is typical of a
Benford distribution observed in the scaling of genome sizes [24].
Remarkably, distributions showed a linear regime that ﬁts the
proteomes of akaryotic organisms and a logarithmic counterpart
that ﬁts those of eukaryotes. Friar et al. [24] interpreted these
probability density functions in terms of genome information
storage and transmission and modeled the scaling behavior using
the Shannon entropy of information theory. They considered that,
except for statistical ﬂuctuations, genomic information is bounded
by the maximal information that can be packed into a genome. This
forces the repertoires of all proteomes to be placed above the lineal
regime, which is described by the red line of Fig. 1B. Any signiﬁcant
departure from this fundamental bound indicates a non-
compliance with the universal genomic scaling distribution of do-
mains [23] or open reading frames [24]. While the proteomes of the
common ancestors retrodicted using the PC models complied with
the scaling of the use-and-reuse plots, ancestors derived using the
AD models had proteomes that were signiﬁcantly more diverse
than those of any extant organism and were clear outliers (Fig. 1B).
Retrodictions with AD models are therefore in marked violation of
the laws of genomic scaling.
3.2. AD models violate the scale-free property of protein domain
networks
Domain structures are recurrent in the world of proteins and
behave as modules [25]. Domains combine with other domains in
multidomain proteins as genes duplicate and are subject to rear-
rangements. Several genomic surveys have shown that domain
structures follow power-law distributions and establish networks
of domain interactions with scale-free properties (e.g. Refs. [26e
K.M. Kim et al. / Biochimie 99 (2014) 129e13713228]). This results in few domain structures being highly popular
(‘superfolds’ with many families) and many that are less frequent.
These patterns show a preference for duplication of genes encoding
families and structures that are already common. This “rich get
richer” process deﬁnes the typical scale-free behavior of protein
domain networks and is clearly violated by the stepmatrices of the
AD model, which by deﬁnition prohibits such behavior. Interest-
ingly, fold frequency plots for the archaeal and bacterial microbial
superkingdoms had steeper slopes than those of eukaryotes,
showing there are more architectural modules in the proteomes of
complex organisms (e.g. Ref. [14]). Given this property, the AD
model penalizes the growth of eukaryotic organisms more heavily
than that of archaea and bacteria. This bias probably helps to attract
the eukaryal clade artiﬁcially towards the base of the phylogenies
and explains why the ancestor of eukaryotes is much closer to
MRUCA than the ancestor of akaryotes (see Figs. 3 and 5 of Ref. [1]).
In contrast, the PCmodels were originally inspired by the scale-free
behavior of domain networks and model character state trans-
formations with ordered fully reversible series [14].
3.3. AD models are subjective and arbitrary
An additional troubling aspect of the AD models is that they
were selected so that, given data and hypotheses of homology, their
output would produce trees with pre-deﬁned constraints of three
monophyletic superkingdoms. “In brief, by penalizing new super-
family (domain) acquisition a rooted phylogeny featuring three
ancestral nodes and three monophyletic superkingdoms is obtained
either with occurrence or abundance frequencies” [1]. Unless there is
an unstated underlying phylogenetic or biological rationale to
preserve themonophyly of superkingdoms, the method curtails the
unbiased discovery of evolutionary hypotheses through optimiza-
tion of data, evolutionary models and deﬁnitions of homology. We
stress that in phylogenetic analysis, evolutionary relationships
must be discovered; they are simply the best-supported hypothe-
ses. Tree hypotheses should not be treated as evolutionary sce-
narios drawn from imagination, a typical discovery operation of
nomothetic thinking (i.e. process of objectively inferring the facts
without invoking history [29]). While no rationale is given for
monophyly-induced AD model selection in Refs. [1], we conjecture
that the attractiveness of forcing superkingdom monophyly (other
than for classiﬁcation) probably arises from the belief that phy-
logenies of organisms abide by simple stochastic models of speci-
ation, such as the Yule branching process, which are often used as
priors in Bayesian analyses. However, it is well known that species
phylogenies are more unbalanced than those generated by the Yule
process, which generally models topology. Similarly, it is also
known that evolutionmay followmore realistic models, such as the
age-dependent (BellmaneHarris) branching process that models
diversiﬁcation in real time and includes explicit extinctions (see
Ref. [30]). We are still learning about how model, tree balance and
sampling of species impacts speciation and carry information about
the location of the root [31] or if simpler more idealized models are
to be preferred over more realistic scenarios [32]. This highlights
the inadequacy of constraining monophyletic groups without an
explicit and realistic rationale.
Moreover, selection of character-transformation costs is
extremely arbitrary in AD models and generates important tech-
nical problems. The choice of penalizing novel domain gains three
times more in abundance (3:1) and two times in occurrence (2:1)
appeared to have been ‘guessed’ from a Venn diagram (Fig. 2 in Ref.
[1]) displaying the distribution of 1732 FSFs in 141 sampled ge-
nomes. These settings were used without extensive simulations of
determining the optimal cost values for domain gain and loss. In
fact, authors only reported two additional experiments where useof 2:1 and 4:1 penalizations resulted in ‘unresolved’ trees. This
raises additional doubts on the technical validity of AD models, as
so many different combinations are possible. Penalizing gains
resulted in evolutionarymodels that favored extensive domain loss.
Under maximum parsimony, this had the consequence of recon-
structing a very complex MRUCA and placement of higher-order
organisms (e.g. plants and animals) at the very basal branches in
the three monophyletic superkingdoms (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [1]).
Careful examination of AD stepmatrices also revealed that domain
gain cost was set to a static value. In other words, moving from
character state 0 (i.e. domain absence) to any of the remaining 31
states (1e9, and AeV) was assigned an equal penalty of 3 in
abundance models. According to this setting, a novel domain can
appear in any quantity with the same penalty. Again, no rationale or
discussion on the consequences of using such settings was pro-
vided. The maximum abundance threshold of 4005 was also set
subjectively rather than objectively. Authors excluded many chor-
date genomes that had >4005 abundance value for P-loop con-
taining NTP hydrolase FSF (the most abundant FSF found in cells).
Unfortunately, this also resulted in the exclusion of the genome of
Homo sapiens, which is perhaps the most carefully annotated
genome to date. We found the maximum abundance value for NTP
hydrolase FSF in H. sapiens to be only 4410 (SUPERFAMILY ver. 1.75;
manually retrieved on 08/19/2013), which is not too far from the
4000 threshold used in Ref. [1]. Instead of subjectively setting a
threshold, a better alternative was to deduce outliers from the
abundance distributions of FSFs in all genomes. All of these ob-
servations demonstrate the subjective and arbitrary nature of AD
models, which attempt to parametrize the cladistics approach.
3.4. AD models lack self-consistency
Asymmetric stepmatrices such as that of the AD abundance
model are prone to violate the ‘triangle inequality’, a fundamental
property of phylogenetic distances. Since transformation costs in
AD models are set regardless of the time it takes to accomplish
transitions (e.g. the gain of one extra P-loop hydrolase FSF costs
three times more than the loss of 4005 of them), the stepmatrix
must be considered self-inconsistent, i.e. there are more parsimo-
nious transitions occurring through intermediates than those
forced by the models [33]. This has serious consequences for
phylogenetic reconstruction, including problems with polymorphic
terminal taxa. Wheeler [34] already warned about the problem in
1993: “asymmetrical costs cannot be used to root cladograms”. He
also warned about using asymmetric step-matrices such as those
that describe evolution of restriction-site sequence data, which
resemble the AD occurrence stepmatrix: “The two states
(1 ¼ presence; and 0 ¼ absence) are linked by two paths, one for each
direction of change (x and y). The process of gain and loss would start
with state 0, proceed to state 1 with one cost (x), and then back to
0 with another (y). The assumption of this scenario is that the two 0’s
(primitive and derived) are the same. They are not. While the states
may be indistinguishable, this does not mean that they are the same.
The 0 states primitive (initial) and derived have unique origins and are
potentially differentiable at the sequence level. A more appropriate
representation would contain three states 0, 1, and 0*. In this scenario,
there are three transformation costs (a, b, and c; .). Cost a corre-
sponds to cost x in the previous arrangement while cost y is split into
costs b and c. The argument that x > y can then be re-expressed as
a > b þ c. This is clearly a violation of the triangle inequality, since a
must be less than b þ c. The use of asymmetrical costs. is therefore
incompatible with the basic requirements of the triangle inequality.
The cause of its seeming sensibility comes from the initial, mistaken
identity 0 ¼ 0*” [34]. Since character-transformation models must
be logical, violation of the triangle inequality makes analysis self-
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phylogenetic analysis must be sought. This is especially severe if the
model proposed is biologically unrealistic.
3.5. AD models generate trees that lack reproducibility
Trees reconstructed by Harish et al. [1] using the AD model are
affected by taxon sampling problems and lack reproducibility. The
inclusion of parasitic and facultative parasitic organisms into
whole-genome phylogenetic studies is problematic. Parasitic or-
ganisms generally follow the reductive mode of evolution and
encode smaller domain repertoires [15,35]. Crucially, they are
dependent upon host cells for metabolism and (to some extent)
informational functions [36]. Such a lifestyle makes these organ-
isms unsuitable for phylogenetic studies, especially those involving
protein domain count data. Indeed, the exclusion of parasitic or-
ganisms has been an established practice in structural phyloge-
nomics (e.g. Ref. [35]). Because the authors were not careful of this
factor, notable parasitic organisms appeared at the very derived
branches of their tree of life, especially in the bacterial clade. These
include Mesoplasma ﬂorum (Mycoplasma), which is parasitic to
humans, animals and plants, and encodes a highly reduced genome
(<1 Mb). Due to a very simple genetic makeup, this species is
considered to be the minimal operational cell [37]. Two other
noteworthy mentions are of another mycoplasma, Ureaplasma
urealyticum, which is part of the normal human genital ﬂora [38]
and Borrelia afzeli (Spirochaetes) that is infectious to both verte-
brates and invertebrates [39]. Under a parsimony search, the
placement of these species with reduced genomes in their trees at
the very derived positions (Fig. 2A) is simply a consequence of
utilizing biased AD models that penalize novel domain gains and
favor losses. This factor questions the validity of phylogenies and
has the unintended and serious consequence of making results
non-reproducible. When a different dataset (102 proteomes
sampled equally and randomly from only free-living species of the
three superkingdoms; taken from Kim and Caetano-Anollés [8])
was reconstructed and rooted with the AD stepmatrix, the recov-
ered phylogeny failed to resolve the three monophyletic super-
kingdoms (Fig. 2B). Both bacteria and eukarya were basal and
paraphyletic, while archaea originated fromwithin bacteria, clearly
highlighting the unreliability of phylogenies reconstructed using
the AD models (Fig. 2B). Remarkably, an inverted stepmatrix
penalizing domain loss over gains (1:3 vs. 3:1) resulted in a phy-
logeny that was congruent with the 16S rRNA tree [2,3] (Fig. 3A).Fig. 2. A comparison of phylograms reconstructed when datasets from Refs. [1,8] were used
green for archaea, bacteria, and eukarya, respectively. (A) A ‘Fully’ resolved and rooted phy
replicates the tree of life described as a cladogram in Ref. [1]. Few bacterial parasites that occ
(B) An ‘Incompletely’ resolved and rooted tree of life reconstructed from the dataset used
paraphyletic, while archaea and bacteria are nested together. This reconstruction is free from
[1], highlighting the lack of reproducibility of the AD model.After the exclusion of parasitic species, three monophyletic super-
kingdoms were recovered while archaeal species occupied the
most basal positions (Fig. 3B). Moreover, trees of life reconstructed
from the inverted stepmatrix were more parsimonious compared
to trees from the non-inverted stepmatrix (47,487 and 32,484 steps
vs. 53,647 and 35,694) (Figs. 2 and 3). This again conﬁrms the
inconsistency of AD models that were selected without a biological
rationale, and as described below, the suboptimality of the trees
that they generate.
3.6. AD models are unrealistic and inconsistent with larger datasets
Harish et al. [1] also generated neighbor-joining (NJ) trees that
were rooted by the outgroup method using two cohorts of FSFs: (i)
778 FSFs present in at least one member of all the three super-
kingdoms (hereinafter referred to as the ABE FSFs), and (ii) 397 FSFs
that were omnipresent (present in all the proteomes) in at least one
superkingdom. These cohorts served as outgroups for rooting the
sampled taxa. Selection of an appropriate outgroup is critical for NJ
analyses as it introduces additional and artiﬁcial changes to data.
We note, however, that not all the FSFs of the ABE group are ancient.
Evolutionary timelines have conﬁrmed that FSFs originate
constantly throughout geological time [14] and in clock-likemanner
[40]. Thus not all of the 778 FSFs were present in the ﬁrst cell. The
GO enrichment analysis conﬁrms that ABE FSFs of [1] are enriched
in biological processes that are both very ancient (e.g. ‘glycolysis
[GO:0006096]’, ‘pyruvate metabolic process [GO:0006090]’) and
derived (‘glutamine family amino acid biosynthetic process
[GO:0009084]’, ‘lysinemetabolic process [GO:0006553]’) (Table S1).
Moreover, the popularity distribution (i.e. fraction of proteomes
encoding an FSF) of ABE FSFs revealed that not all ABE FSFs are
universal. The median distribution value is 0.68, which implies that
at least half of the ABE FSFs are present in only 32% of the proteomes
(Fig. S1). Probabilistically speaking, this suggests that lineage gains
by horizontal gene transfer and convergent evolution of at least half
of ABE FSFs makes them universal, as loss in 68% of proteomes is
much less likely than gain in 32% of proteomes. Such a high
magnitude of domain innovation that obviously occurred later in
evolution negates the AD model, which tends to favor extensive
genome loss. It is clear that FSF innovation is a gradual process that
continues throughout evolution, closely resembling the PC model.
The second cohort includes FSFs that were present in all the
proteomes of at least one superkingdom. Out of these 397 FSFs, 80
were present in all of the 141 sampled proteomes. Authors took thisto build rooted trees using the AD abundance model. Taxa are colored red, blue, and
logeny reconstructed from the dataset used in Ref. [1] with the AD abundance model
upied the most derived positions are identiﬁed by an asterisk symbol and listed below.
in Ref. [8] was rooted using the AD abundance model. Both bacteria and eukarya are
the effects of parasitic organisms but fails to recover phylogeny described in Fig. 2A of
Fig. 3. A comparison of phylograms reconstructed when datasets from Refs. [1] and [8] were used to build rooted trees using the inverted AD abundance model. (A) The dataset
from Ref. [1] yields a phylogeny congruent with the canonical 16S rRNA tree [2,3]. (B) The dataset from Ref. [8] suggests an early and ancient origin of archaea. Tree lengths indicate
that trees reconstructed from the inverted stepmatrix are more parsimonious than trees in Fig. 2.
K.M. Kim et al. / Biochimie 99 (2014) 129e137134as evidence that MRUCA was indeed very complex [1]. In fact, the
total FSF repertoire of MRUCAwas reported to be of 1314 FSFs (75%
of the entire fold space!) (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [1]). However, this
inference is actually applicable to only 141 genomes that were
sampled in the study. With sequencing and sampling of more ge-
nomes, the number of FSFs that are indeed universal is expected to
become smaller. Indeed, a recent analysis [41] detected only 17
omnipresent FSFs froma repertoire of 1739 FSFs in a samplingof 981
fully sequenced proteomes from 652 Bacteria, 70 Archaea, and 259
Eukarya. However, an additional 254 FSFs were present in >90% of
these proteomes implying (with high probability) that these were
later lost in the rest of the proteomes. These near-universal FSFs
together with the omnipresent FSFs (254 þ 17 ¼ 271) most likely
represent the ancient FSF repertoire of MRUCA but correspond to
only an eighth (271/1739) of the total FSFs that are found in
contemporary proteomes.Wenote that this analysis ismore reliable
than either [1] or [8] as it is based on the occurrence of FSFs in nearly
a thousand proteomes. The comparison clearly suggests that
MRUCA was structurally quite complex and possessed advanced
metabolic capabilities. However, themajority of the 1468 (i.e.1739e
271) FSFs were actually gained later in evolution and in a clock-like
manner. Clearly, the number of FSFs that are truly universal is much
smaller than the one reported in Ref. [1] (an eight vs. three quarters
of the total repertoire). This shows that extrapolations made in Ref.
[1] have a limited scope and cannot be applied globally. It is
appreciable to equally and randomly sample genomes for phylo-
genetic analysis due to the limitations of phylogenetic software and
models. However, global inferences regarding biological diversity
must be made using the maximum number of data available. In this
regard and on an aside, the rooting of UPGMA trees by a molecular
clock that is reported in Ref. [1] is suspect and lacks explanation.We
conclude that the proteome of the ancient organism did not
resemble an enormous ensemble of protein FSFs from which three
superkingdoms were pruned out. Instead, we ﬁnd support to a
bidirectional evolution of proteomes that favors both domain gains
and losses [62].
3.7. Parsimony falsiﬁes AD models
In terms of homologies and at a given level of universality, a
hypothesis of homology must contain at least two character states,
one ancestral (‘plesiomorphic’) and one derived (‘apomorphic’),
and must comply with it being a synapomorphy when optimizing
characters to the trees. Synapomorphies should be regarded as
agreed upon conjectures of perceived similarities that are accepted
as fact for the duration of any study and are strengthened by
reciprocal illumination. The principle of reciprocal illuminationevaluates how each primary homology statement that describes
the evolution of attributes [42] agrees with the overall favored
evolutionary hypothesis obtained from all available data, i.e. the
phylogenetic hypothesis (e.g. Ref. [43]). Agreements are used to
reformulate homology hypotheses in an iterative framework of
maximization of explanatory power [44] that links phylogenetic
analysis and the Popperian pillars of content of theories and degree
of corroboration [45]. A clear example has been recently elaborated
with gene content and the interplay of E-values and generation of
robust species trees [46]. In this framework, increasing explanatory
power over background knowledge is obtained through test and
corroboration, guiding phylogenetic analyses with statistics of the
reconstructed trees. For example, Felsenstein [47] used tree lengths
to select the most parsimonious hypothesis of polarization.
Following Felsenstein’s suggestion, a simple contrast of the AD
abundance model against its inverse (the inverted stepmatrix
model) reveals that it is non-parsimonious (see comparisons of tree
lengths of Figs. 2 and 3 mentioned above). Consequently, parsi-
mony falsiﬁes character polarization of AD models that penalize
gains over losses.
3.8. PC models are reproducible and free from logical and technical
problems
We have provided evidence that the AD models are unrealistic
and highly subjective, and that phylogenies built using these
models are unreliable. While we agree with the authors that
sequence-based phylogenies suffer from important technical arti-
facts and FSF domains provide a reliable alternative to study deep
evolutionary relationships (e.g. see Ref. [48]), we stress that it is
crucial to employ a realistic (preferably simple) evolutionary model
and let the data guide towards phylogeny. Abundance datasets
from Harish et al. [1] and Kim and Caetano-Anollés [8] rooted by
the PC model reconstructed the tripartite nature of the cellular
world (Fig. S2). The tree of life fromRef. [1] identiﬁed bacteria as the
most ancient superkingdom, while both archaea and eukarya
appeared as derived sister groups (Fig. S2A). However, as previously
shown [15] and explained above, this dataset includes parasitic
species that encode reduced genomes and bias whole-genome
phylogenies (Fig. S2A). In comparison, phylogeny using the free-
living dataset from Ref. [8] recovered the three superkingdoms
with an origin in archaea (Fig. S2B). This result is in linewith several
published analyses of protein and RNA structures that consistently
identiﬁed thermophilic archaeal species as the most ancient
cellular superkingdom [8,15,16,35,41,49,50]. We note that PC
models are fully reproducible and yield similar results when used
with datasets of various sizes (e.g. Refs. [15,35,41] regardless of the
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lights the robustness and reproducibility of the PC models.
4. Discussion
The general methodology by Harish et al. [1] is not new. The
reconstruction of trees of proteomes from protein domain occur-
rence and abundance in genomic sequences was anticipated over a
decade ago. Gerstein [52] used protein fold occurrence in genomes
and distance-based methods to build the ﬁrst trees of proteomes
from a structural genomic census of the very few genomes that
were sequenced at that time. Caetano-Anollés and Caetano-
Anollés [14] later on extended this type of analysis to domain
abundance. Since then, a number of ‘trees of life’ of these kinds
have been reconstructed from the occurrence and abundance of
domain structures in proteomes (e.g. Refs. [15,35,53e55]). Trees
were also reconstructed from surveys of domain organization in
proteomes, beginning with the work of Wang and Caetano-Anollés
[16]. The trees of proteomes matched patterns obtained from other
sources of genomic information [56], and showed that the three
superkingdoms formed distinct groups. All trees that have been
built from protein domain counts so far support the tripartite
nature of life heralded by the Woese School [2,3]. This is no sur-
prise. Simple latent variable analyses of domain counts are capable
of dissecting the three superkingdoms numerically, without the
need of phylogenomic reconstruction (e.g. Ref. [23]). Similarly,
plots of average genomic occurrence of protein domains deﬁned at
the FSF structural level against their abundance dissect the three
superkingdoms and show a signiﬁcant increase in genomic reuse
of domains in evolution [23,35]. In these plots (Fig. 1B), and after
excluding organisms that engage in parasitic lifestyles (read
below), archaeal organisms with their reduced proteomic reper-
toires appeared close to the plot’s origin, which must coincide with
the origin of proteomes (likely represented by a repertoire of very
few protein domains). Archaeal proteomes were also closest to the
repertoire of a phylogenetically reconstructed MRUCA [5] (Fig. 1B).
In contrast, the proteomes of eukaryotic organisms exhibited the
largest and more redundant repertoires of the living world. For the
most part, the growth of their repertoires correlated with the
stratigraphic placement of organisms according to NCBI taxonomy.
All phylogenomic trees that have been reconstructed thus far from
domain counts showed patterns that were in general agreement
with traditional classiﬁcation. For example, an analysis of SCOP
domains reveals that the universal tree does not depart signiﬁ-
cantly from taxonomical details in the NCBI taxonomy [55]. Simi-
larly, trees of domain structures reconstructed from a global
genomic census deﬁne timelines of domain innovation [14] and a
global framework for evolutionary timescales [40]. These timelines
correlate approximately linearly to geological timescales and
reveal the appearance of the earliest ornamented eukaryotic mi-
crofossils (fossilized microbial eukaryotes) much earlier than
geological-molecular markers for plants and fungi. More impor-
tantly, the timelines made evident the gradual accumulation of
domains in evolution, irrespective of possible bottlenecks caused
by planetary biochemistry-impacting cataclysms that may have
occurred along Earth’s history. Tracing gains and losses along the
branches of trees of proteomes also showed that gains occur side
by side with losses in evolution [62]. However, the number of gains
overshadowed genome reduction tendencies and ultimately
resulted in global increases of domain abundance throughout the
timeline and the entire spectrum of organisms. All of these ﬁnd-
ings question the claims of Harish et al. [1].
The rooting of the trees with an evolutionary model is not a new
development either. Caetano-Anollés and Caetano-Anollés [14]
were the ﬁrst to use models that root trees of domains and treesof proteomes without including outgroups (i.e. basal taxa that are
used a priori as rooting hypotheses). The novelty here was to as-
sume that domain abundance is a costly trait to develop. Each and
every new domain variant that harbors a protein fold structural
design and is recruited into different functions takes millions of
years to unfold, fundamentally by gene duplication and associated
processes of subfunctionalization and neofunctionalization (which
occur at rates of the same order as mutation rates per nucleotide
site [57]). Once accumulated, these designs are therefore almost
impossible to lose in evolution. For example, the TIM a/b barrel fold
is a highly popular structural design in genomes and for billions of
years has spread throughout metabolism via enzymatic recruit-
ment. Thus, fold structures such as these metabolic ‘barrels’ are
highly abundant and are likely very ancient, while those that are
not should be considered of more recent origin [58,59]. When
considering domain occurrence and within the backdrop of the
costly abundance trait, popular domain structures are operationally
gained once in evolution but cannot be effectively lost. This can be
considered a variant of the unrooted Dollo parsimony model
(widely applied to gene content analysis; e.g. Ref. [60]), which as-
sumes gains occur once and only once in evolution. The PC model,
however, does not force irreversibility of character state change,
which violates the triangle inequality and the validity of phyloge-
netic reconstructions. Instead, it progressively weights change
against loss with each new gain of domain abundance using the
Wagner optimization algorithm for linearly ordered character
states. We note that transformation between ordered states implies
a distance relationship of costs (Euclidean) inwhich costs related to
the transformation of two non-neighboring states are larger than
one step. Phylogenetic characters of abundance are therefore
multistate, linearly ordered (additive) and ‘forward’ polarized and
do not necessarily produce rooted trees, unless rooting is invoked
using Lundberg [17] or by considering a hypothetical ancestor as
reference.When studying the evolution of proteomes, however, the
statement of ‘character argumentation’ (which relates to characters
describing domain structures of the entire world of proteins and
proteomes) induces gradual growth of the protein repertoire in
compliance with the principle of spatiotemporal continuity that is
backbone to Darwinian evolution, from very simple proteomes at
the start of life prior to the universal cellular ancestor to the highly
complex ensembles that are present in microbial life and the
advanced multicellular organisms of today. The hypothetical
ancestral state of characters of domain abundance and occurrence
is therefore the minimum possible character state (e.g. the absence
of the domain structure). We stress that the model is generic, ap-
plies to evolution of all proteins (even those that appear before the
diversiﬁcation of organisms), and does not force compliance with
any trend for any lineage, allowing genomes to gain and lose
abundance at will during exploration of the space of trees and in
search of minimal change (if parsimony is used as optimality cri-
terion). In fact, lineages with parasitic lifestyles have been
encountered that exhibit strong reductive trends in their proteome
repertoires, yet obey the PC model and rooting that was applied
[15,35].
This brings us to the AD models of Harish et al. [1], (Fig. 1A),
which comply with trends deﬁned by stepmatrices that force
‘backward’ polarization and rooting of trees. For domain occur-
rence, gains are taxed two times more than losses and stepmatrices
by default root trees with a trend towards repertoire simpliﬁcation
(the hypothetical ancestral state is the maximum character state).
For abundance, gains are taxed three times more than losses for the
ﬁrst gain, again penalizing growth of the protein world. Any sub-
sequent gain or loss in domain abundance is equally weighted (as if
these transformations were of unordered characters, e.g. sites in
nucleotide sequences). Thus, the most popular domain structure,
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FSF of mechanoenzymes that populate membrane proteins
(numbering up to 4005 in their genomic census [1]) can be lost
three times more likely than gained, regardless of the abundance
levels of superfamily variants encountered in a proteome. In other
words, the loss of the complete set of 4005 hydrolase domains is
actually less costly than the gain in abundance of a single additional
hydrolase domain. Effectively, this implies that organism persis-
tence without NTP-driven structures for cellular mechanics (or any
other crucial function enabled by abundant structures) is as likely
as a single step of domain abundance growth. Thus, the ‘massive’
initial deployment of the structures of life of the AD models carries
with it a highly unrealistic (if not impossible) evolutionary scenario,
in which change occurs effectively by culling from an enormous
repertoire that was present from the start (i.e. in the primordial
proteome leading to MRUCA). This scenario goes against what is
known about molecular innovation and protein structure.
5. Conclusions
To conclude, the AD models challenge spatiotemporal continu-
ity by artiﬁcially forcing the appearance of biological innovations to
the base of the universal tree. At the same time, the models violate
genomic scaling and processes responsible for scale-free behavior
that characterize the domain makeup of proteins. Unless one re-
sorts to apriorism [7], an unfortunate trend in the ‘rooting of the
tree of life’ ﬁeld [61], AD models cannot be validly defended on the
logic of biology, phylogeny and scientiﬁc inquiry. In comparison, PC
models are in line with the scaling properties of genome sizes, are
fully reproducible with different datasets, and follow a well-
accepted rationale of monotonic growth of fold discovery in evo-
lution (i.e. a trend from simplicity towards diversity and
complexity) that is consistent with a remarkable correlation be-
tween the evolutionary appearance of FSFs and ‘markers’ of the
geological record [40].
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